Literacy
 To explore and write play scripts and narrative that
allows children to use correct punctuation and
grammar structures.
 To focus on debates and discussions and use the
local new build project as a focus
 To research Preston’s history to complete a leaflet
to include relevant points and key facts

Maths (opportunities to apply)
 To explore measures and angles
 To collect data from the local
community and analyse , predict
and evaluate

History
 To explore Preston village
and the history. Look at
people from the past and
how the village has evolved
to present day with the new
housing development.
Geography
 To use maps and atlases of
the local area
 To observe human and
physical features of the local
area using a range of
methods including sketch
maps, plans and graphs and
digital technologies

Languages
 To revisit vocabulary
and grammar learnt
during the year and
develop skills in
reading, writing,
speaking ad listening
 TOPIC - Holidays and
transport

Class 2

Term 6

To build and apply
knowledge, understanding
and skills in order to design
and make a model Preston
village





To develop and set
personal goals in
athletics
To perform dances
using a range of
patterns (maypole)

RE


To explore Islam
festivals and
celebrations

Art




PE


Music
 To develop an
understanding of the
history and theory of
music
 To play and perform in
solo and ensemble
contexts, using their
voices and playing
instruments

That’s Life

Science
 To construct and interpret a variety of food chains
identifying producers, predators and prey
 To identify that humans and some other animals have
skeletons and muscles for support, protection and
movement (revisit Y3 objective)

DT

PSHE
 To recap on internet
safety
 To explore belonging
within the communities
theme
 To manage feelings

Enrichment – Visits to the local
community and new building site at
Preston Grange

To become proficient in
drawing by sketching buildings
within the locality (looking at
plans of new houses)
Look at great architects in
history

Computing
 To use PowerPoint as a
presentation tool.
 To be competent with photo
story programme
 E-safety

OBJECTIVES

